Master class with Simon Peyton Jones

May 23th, 14:00-16:30, room 26-00/332

Short presentations by Masters, PhD students, or post-docs. Each presentation is followed by an open discussion with Simon Peyton Jones.

- 14:00 Darius Mercadier, LIP6/Whisper: Usuba, Toward an optimizing & certified bitslicing compiler
- 14:30 Redha Gouicem, LIP6/Whisper: Lets Build Provable Multicore Schedulers!
- 15:00 break
- 15:30 Thomas Williams, Inria/Gallium: A Meta-Language for Ornamen-
tation in ML
- 16:00 Sreeja Nair, LIP6/Regal: A static code analysis toolchain for indus-
trial control systems